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I demonstrate how the presence of institutional investors impacts the volume effect of 

dividend yield around ex-dividend days. Dividend yield proxies for the tax-disadvantaged 

portion of security return while the level of institutional ownership proxies for the degree 

of tax-induced investor heterogeneity. Cross-sectional tests support the tax-motivated 

trading hypotheses: 1) Ex-day excess trading volume increases in dividend yield and this 

positive relation is a concave quadratic function of the level of institutional ownership. 2) 

The volume effect of dividend yield peaks when the level of institutional ownership is at 

32.18% - lower than 50%, implying that institutional investors may be more risk tolerant 

than individual investors. 3) Across tax regimes, some support is also found for the ex-

day tax-motivated trading hypotheses. These results, combined with studies supporting 

dividend tax capitalization, suggest that tax matters in valuation and it impacts both stock 

price and investor trading patterns around ex-dividend days. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE BACKGROUND 

I examine how stock ownership structure impacts ex-dividend day excess trading 

volume and provide results consistent with the tax-motivated trading hypotheses. While a 

lot of studies focus on price behavior around ex-dividend days, controversy remains 

concerning its causes.' Michaely and Vila (1995 and 1996) argue that while ex-day price 

may not reveal whether the trading population is homogeneous or heterogeneous with 

respect to taxes, trading volume can help shed light on investor tax status - stock price 

may hardly move while there exist tax-related trading activities around ex-dividend days. 

Ex-day trading volume offers a way of examining whether and how investors respond to 

tax rate differences in dividend and capital gains incomes.^ Michaely and Vila (1995, 

1996) demonstrate that investors with differing preference for dividends or capital gains 

will trade with each other around ex-dividend days. First, trading volume significantly 

' Traditionally, researchers have pursued a tax explanation for the ex-day price behavior. Elton and Gruber 
(1970) find that the average ratio of cum- and ex-dividend day price differential to the amount of dividend 
distributed is less than unity, due to the fact that dividend incomes are taxed at a higher rate than capital 
gains incomes. Further more, this ratio is increasing in dividend yield - a finding widely viewed as being 
consistent with the existence of dividend tax clienteles. Kalay (1982) argues that this ratio should be equal 
to unity since the short-term traders, who are not subject to differential tax treatment of dividends and 
capital gains, should eliminate this ex-dividend day excess return through arbitrage activities. His empirical 
evidence, however, is still consistent with a tax effect and a tax-induced clientele effect. On the other hand, 
Lakonishok and Vermaelen (1983) and Michaely (1991) produce evidence that the activities of short-term 
and corporate traders dominate the price determination on the ex-day. Recently, a few studies resort to non
tax explanations for the ex-dividend day price behavior - see Frank and Jagannathan (1998) and Bali and 
Hite (1998). However, Cloyd, Li and Weaver (2002) and Graham, Michaely and Roberts (2002), 
examining the impact of decimalization of major US stock exchanges on ex-day price formation, suggest 
that the root cause of price behavior around ex-dividend days is still the differential tax treatment of 
dividend and capital gains incomes (not discrete prices as suggested in Bali and Hite (1998)), thus again 
supporting a tax argument. Jakob and Ma (2002) also find evidence against Bali and Hite (1998). 
^ Cready and Hurrt (2002), in a methodology paper, provide evidence that volume-based metrics provide 
more powerful tests of investors response to public disclosure than do return-based metrics. Kandel and 
Pearson (1995) report that trading volume around earnings announcements is abnormally high even for 
earnings announcements that stimulate little price movement. Bamber and Cheon (1995) provide evidence 
consistent with the notion that trading volume is likely to be high relative to price reaction when an 
earnings announcement generates differential belief revisions among investors but a small average 
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increases around ex-dividend days and ex-day excess trading volume increases in tax-

disadvantaged dividend yield. Second, excess trading volume is high when the tax 

differential between dividends and capital gains is high. Third, excess trading volume is 

increasing in investor tax heterogeneity. 

Empirically, however, the role played by stock ownership structure is still not well 

resolved in the above papers. While dividend yield, as a measure of the tax-

disadvantaged portion of security return, is a necessary condition for ex-day excess 

trading activities, the ownership structure of the underlying security is another necessary 

condition. For example, even if the level of tax-disadvantaged dividend yield is very 

high, but most of the investors are of the same tax category, ex-day excess trading 

volume will be thin and security price around the ex-days will be determined by investors 

with long holding windows (a certain tax clientele). It is the differential tax treatment of 

dividend and capital gains incomes in conjunction with investor tax-induced 

heterogeneity that causes excess trading volume, not just the differential tax treatment 

alone. ̂  

I tackle the issue of stock ownership structure here. Specifically, I examine the impact 

of the stock-level institutional ownership on the ex-day volume effect of dividend yield. I 

use dividend yield to proxy for the tax-disadvantaged portion of security return (thus the 

extent of potential gains from exchanging tax burdens among investors) and the level of 

aggregate market belief revision. Later in the text, I argue that the root causes for excess volume around ex-
dividend days and earnings announcement days are fundamentally similar. 
^ Michaely and Vila (1996) use an economy-wide (not a stock-level) measure of investor tax heterogeneity. 
Specifically, they find a positive relation between the monthly economy-wide mean cumulative abnormal 
volume calculated as the weighted average (weighted by market capitalization) of the cumulative abnormal 
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institutional ownership to proxy for the firm-level tax-induced investor heterogeneity. As 

the level of institutional ownership increases, tax-induced investor heterogeneity first 

increases and then decreases. Since ex-day excess trading volume is a result of the 

interaction between a stock's payout policy and ownership structure, I hypothesize that 

the positive volume effect of dividend yield is a concave quadratic function of the level 

of institutional ownership. 

Cross-sectional tests support my tax-motivated trading hypotheses and the major 

results can be summarized as follows: 1) Excess trading volume around ex-dividend days 

is increasing in dividend yield and this positive effect of dividend yield on ex-day excess 

trading volume is a concave quadratic function of the level of institutional ownership. 2) 

The peak of the volume effect of dividend yield is reached when the level of institutional 

ownership is at 32.18% (lower than 50%), implying that institutional investors may be 

more risk tolerance than individual investors. 3) Partial support is found for the volume 

effect of tax regime changes. The tax-motivated trading argument in terms of tax regime 

changes is supported for the period 1989-1996 (TRA86 and RRA93 regimes) - the 

volume effect of dividend yield in the RRA93 regime is higher than that in the TRA86 

regime (RRA93 raised the dividend tax rate for individuals, thus increasing the spread 

between dividend and capital gains rates); but not for the period 1993-1998 (RRA93 and 

TRA97 regimes) - the volume effect of dividend yield in the TRA97 regime is not 

volume for all securities with an ex-dividend day in that month and the cross-sectional tax rate dispersion 
variable computed using IRS and Federal Reserve data. 
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significantly different from that in the RRA93 regime (TRA97 reduced the capital gains 

tax rate, thus increasing the relative tax difference between dividends and capital gains)."^ 

In conclusion, this paper suggests that the excess trading volume around ex-dividend 

days is tax related. I contribute to the literature by considering the interaction between 

dividend payout policy and stock ownership structure in explaining the variation in 

excess trading volume around ex-dividend days. This paper, in conjunction with price 

level studies supporting the notion of dividend tax capitalization (see Ayers, Cloyd and 

Robinson (2002), Dahliwal, Li and Trezevant (2003) and Dhaliwal, Erickson and Li 

(2002)), offers a fuller picture of how investors respond to the differential tax treatment 

of dividend and capital gains incomes. The results from both lines of research are 

consistent: Tax matters in valuation and it impacts both price and investor trading 

pattems around ex-dividend days. 

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, I formulate the tax-motivated trading 

hypotheses. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 tests the hypotheses and discusses the 

empirical results. Section 5 summarizes and concludes. 

2. UNDERLYING THEORY AND TESTABLE HYPOTHESES 

2.1. Relative value of dividends v.s. capital gains and excess trading activities - Intuition 

The relative value of dividend (D) v.s. capital gains (G) incomes, that is, their 

marginal rate of substitution {MRSDJG), is determined by their relative taxation. It is 

computed as: 

TRA86 refers to the Tax Reform Act of 1986; RRA93 refers to the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 
and TRA97 refers to Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997. 
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L - L  G  
MRSj,c=-—- = — , (1) 

''''' \ - t ^  D  

where TD and TG are tax rates on dividends and capital gains, respectively. MRSD,G 

measures the value per dollar of dividends in terms of capital gains. 

Assume that there are two investors, one with MRSO,G,I = 1-5 (?d,i < TG,I) and the other 

with MRSD,G,2 = 0.5 > TGA)- To Investor 1, $1.0 of dividend is worth $1.5 of capital 

gain; while to Investor 2, $1.0 of dividend is worth $0.5 of capital gain - or equivalently, 

$1.0 of capital gain is worth $2.0 of dividend. This suggests that Investor 1 prefers to 

receive incomes in the form of dividends while Investor 2 prefers to receive incomes in 

the form of capital gains. They can achieve their goals by trading with each other. This is 

how ex-day trading occurs.^ Note that it is the difference in the relative taxation of 

dividends and capital gains that matters, not their absolute taxation. Even if both prefer 

dividends/capital gains, as long as they have different values of MRSD,G, there is benefit 

in trading with each other.^ 

2.2. Impact of stock ownership structure on the volume effect of dividend yield 

Michaely and Vila (1995) model ex-dividend day trading activities. Ex-day excess 

trading volume is determined in the following manner: 

^ Lakonishok and Smidt (1986) make similar argument. They state that in idealized markets with 
homogeneous investors, market adjustments require price changes but not necessarily transactions. Tax 
laws serve to partition investors into distinct categories that may result in tax-induced trading not 
necessarily accompanied by price change (p953). For example, in my case, if both investors have the same 
level of risk tolerance, price may not change while volume goes up. 
® For example, if it is the case that MRSD,G,I = 1-5 and MRSD,G,2 = 1-2, since Investor 1 prefers dividend 
incomes more than Investor 2 (even though they both prefer dividends to capital gains), they will trade with 
each other. 
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V . = \ D \ f } ( a - a ) ( K , l a l ) \ .  (2) 
i=l 

where D is the amount of dividend per share, Ki is the level of risk tolerance for investor 

i, oci is the tax-induced preference for dividend versus capital gains income for investor i 

(the marginal rate of substitution MRSD,G,i) computed as (1 - ?,y)/(l - tig) [tid and tig are the 

tax rates on dividend and capital gains incomes for investor /] and a is the economy-

wide average preference for dividend income versus capital gains income, weighted by 

different investors' levels of risk tolerance, cr^ is the total risk of the stock that goes ex-

dividend. Trading volume depends positively on the amount of dividend as well as on the 

degree of tax-induced heterogeneity in the stock ownership structure.^ If there is no tax-

induced investor heterogeneity, that is, if = a , then there is no extra trading around 

ex-dividend days, even in the presence of tax disadvantaged dividends (e.g., even if a < 

1). This means that one important determinant of excess trading volume is the degree of 

tax-induced heterogeneity among investors with differing tax status.^ 

^ Frank and Jagannathan (1998) show that excess trading volume is generally negative and mostly 
insignificant during the 11-day period around the ex-dividend days in Hong Kong, a region where neither 
dividends nor capital gains are taxed. Since there is no tax differential on dividends and capital gains, and 
thus all investors have the same tax status concerning dividends and capital gains incomes, there is no 
excess trading around ex-dividend days. This result is consistent with the argument of tax-motivated 
trading around ex-dividend days. 
^ Michaely and Vila's (1995) result is structurally similar to that of Kim and Verrecchia (1991), who 
analyze how the difference in the precision of pre-announcement private information affects trading 
volume around earnings announcement days. Their volume reaction to a public announcement is 

where | P2 ~ I absolute price change at the time of the announcement, r,- is investor I's risk 

tolerance, s, is investor i's precision of private information prior to the announcement and s is the average 
precision of private information, weighted by rj. In both cases trade occurs because investors have differing 

y = -̂  
2 

( f l  I  ~  I  I  ̂ 2  ~  ̂ 1  H  I  ~ I  di^—— I Surprise + Noise \> 
2 Kf 2 
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As discussed earlier and based on prior literature, dividend yield is a measure of the 

extent to which a stock's return is tax-disadvantaged. In this study, however, I stress the 

importance of the role played by the tax-induced investor heterogeneity on the ex-day 

excess trading volume. I use the level of institutional ownership of common stocks to 

proxy for the degree of tax-induced investor heterogeneity. 

For institutional investors, dividends are on average less tax-disadvantaged relative to 

capital gains than for individual investors (see DhaUwal, Erickson and Trezevant (1999), 

Allen, Bernardo and Welch (2000), Ayers, Cloyd and Robinson (2000), Dhaliwal, Li and 

Trezevant (2003) and Dhaliwal, Erickson and Li (2002)).^ This means, on average, 

dividend income is worth relatively more to an institutional investor than to an individual 

investor while capital gains income is worth relatively more to an individual investor than 

to an institutional investor. This being the case, around ex-dividend days, institutional 

investors may want to acquire the stocks cum-dividend and/or sell the stocks ex-dividend 

so as to capture the dividend while individual investors may want to sell the stocks cum-

dividend and/or acquire the stocks ex-dividend so as to avoid the dividend. This process 

causes an increase in trading volume around ex-dividend days. 

Based on the above argument, I examine the Michaely and Vila (1995) model in an 

economy of two basic categories of investors with differing tax status concerning 

dividend and capital gains incomes. The purpose is to determine how stock ownership 

private valuations for the same asset. Volume reflects the sum of differences in traders' reactions while the 
change in price measures only the average reaction (Kim and Venecchia (1991)). 
' Institutional investors include banks, insurance companies, mutual funds, college endowment funds, 
corporate investors, pension and retirement funds, broker dealers, and other investment advisors. 
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Structure impacts ex-day excess trading volume. Since I assume two basic categories of 

investors, Equation (2) becomes: 

l ^ l + « 2 l « 2 - « l ^ 2 } '  ( 3 )  

where n\ and n2 indicate the numbers of investors that belong to Category 1 and 2, 

respectively; Ki and K2 are the levels of risk tolerance for Category 1 and 2 investors; a\ 

and a2 are the tax-induced preference for dividend versus capital gains income for 

investor Category 1 and 2; and a , the economy-wide average preference for dividend 

income versus capital gains income, weighted by the level of risk tolerance of both 

categories of investors, is computed as 

_ _ + ^2^2^2 

Substitute Equation (4) into Equation (3), ex-day trading volume becomes 

V,=^(K, + K,)\a,-a,\ .or (5) 
2<J^ AjMj -I- A2'^2 

y =_^(^)|a-a I (5-) 
2a-r ' ' ' K,n, + K,iN-n,) 

where N = n\ + ni is the total number of investors in the economy for the underlying 

stock. Equation (5) or (5') suggests that ex-day trading volume is determined by the 

interaction between the relative taxation of dividends and capital gains for Category 1 

and 2 investors \a\ - a2\ and the stock's ownership structure 0S\ 

0 S =  . (6) 
K^l\ -f- ^2^2 + ^2 ~ ) 
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Maximize Equation (5) with respect to n \  and n2, subject to n \ +  n 2  =  N ,  the volume-

maximizing levels of Category 1 and 2 investors are 

N K ,  

I ~ -^2 I ^2 ^2 y[^ + yl^2 /-yv 

\ K , - K , \ ' ' K , - K ,  K , - K ,  V ^  +  V ^  

Without losing generality, let K\ > K2 (that is, let Category 1 investors be those with a 

higher level of risk tolerance than Category 2 investors), Equation (7) becomes 

n' 

< — 

10 

«2 = . . > — 
+ 2 

If A"! = K2, then of course =nl=N 12. 

Two implications can be drawn from Equation (5') and (8). The first implication 

concerns the shape of excess trading volume as a function of the level of Category 1 (or 

2) investors (ownership structure). The first and second derivatives of Equation (5') with 

respect to ni are: 

^ = -^(gi + K^) ki - ̂̂ 21 ~ ~ . (9) 
dn, lay ' ' ' ' ^\K,n, + K^{N-n,)f 

< 0 .  ( 9 ' )  
0n, {K,n, + K^{N -i\)\ 

Of course, this is not suggesting that investors consciously adjust their relative holding of the stock so 
that trading volume can be maximized. But rather, when the ownership structure is as specified Equation 
(8), trading volume reaches its maximum. 
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This means, ex-day trading volume is a concave function of the level of Category 1 (or 2) 

investors. It first increases in the level of Category 1 (or 2) investors, reaching its peak at 

the level stipulated in Equation (7) and then decreases. This is because, the level of tax-

induced investor heterogeneity, being a function of the stock ownership structure, first 

increases and then decreases in the level of Category 1 (or 2) investors. 

The second implication concerns the location of the peak of excess trading volume. 

The volume-maximizing level of Category 1 investors (those with a higher level of risk 

tolerance) is reached when they own less than 50% of the firm's common equity. 

Though Equation (5') is not a quadratic function (which is symmetric), it resembles a 

"skewed" quadratic function. When Ki > K2, it is skewed to the left and when Ki < K2, it 

is skewed to the right (see Figure 1). Considering Equation (5') as a "skewed" quadratic 

function offers a convenient way of testing the theory empirically. I use the phrase 

"concave quadratic" to describe the predicted relation between the volume effect of 

dividend yield and the stock ownership structure. 

2.3. Intuition and the tax-motivated trading hypotheses 

Assume that the two categories are institutional and individual investors and that 

within each of these two categories, investors are homogeneous. For individual investors, 

dividends are tax-disadvantaged relative to capital gains; while institutional investors are 

either tax neutral or have preferential tax treatment of dividends. Since these two 

categories of investors are taxed differently on dividend and capital gains incomes, 

fractional ownership by institutional investors can be used to proxy for firm-level tax-

induced investor heterogeneity. The intuition for Equation (5)/(5') and (8) is: When the 
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level of institutional ownership is very low, the degree of tax-induced investor 

heterogeneity is low, because most of the investors are homogeneous individual 

investors. By the same reason, the degree of tax-induced investor heterogeneity is low 

when the level of institutional ownership is very high (most of the investors are 

homogeneous institutional investors). The highest degree of tax-induced investor 

heterogeneity occurs in between of these two extremes. Its exact location depends on the 

relative risk tolerance of individual and institutional investors. In testing the relation 

between excess trading volume around ex-dividend days and investor tax-induced 

heterogeneity, Michaely and Vila (1996) use an economy-wide measure of investor tax 

heterogeneity. They find a positive relation between investors' weighted average absolute 

deviation from the mean tax rate and the excess trading volume around ex-dividend days. 

I use a stock-specific measure of investor tax-induced heterogeneity in this paper." 

Based on the above argument concerning the role played by institutional ownership 

on the relation between dividend yield and excess trading volume, I propose the 

following tax-motivated trading hypotheses for the cross-sectional relation between ex-

day excess trading volume, dividend yield and institutional ownership. 

HI: Tax-Motivated Trading Hypothesis - Trading volume rises around ex-dividend 
days and is increasing in dividend yield - a measure of the extend to which return on a 
stock is tax-disadvantaged. This positive volume effect of dividend yield is a concave 
quadratic function of the level of institutional ownership - a proxy for the degree of tax-
induced investor heterogeneity. 

Michaely and Vila (1996) argue that if clientele groups could be precisely identified, one could construct 
a firm-specific tax heterogeneity variable. However, there are no reliable data on the cross-sectional 
variation in tax rates (and in absolute risk aversion) across holders of different stocks. The stock-specific 
level of institutional ownership used in my study is of course not a precise measure but an approximation of 
the firm-level tax-induced heterogeneity. 
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While the exact levels of risk tolerance for institutional investors and individual 

investors are difficult to ascertain, sophisticated, wealthy and possibly better-informed 

institutional investors may be more risk tolerant than individual investors (see Naranjo, 

Nimalendran and Ryngaert (2000)). If this is the case, then they are Category 1 investors. 

H2: Volume-Maximizing Level of Institutional Ownership Hypothesis - If 
institutional investors are more risk tolerant than individual investors, then the volume-
maximizing level of institutional ownership is reached at a level lower than 50%. 

The intuition for the above hypothesis is that investors with higher levels of risk tolerance 

will trade more aggressively around ex-days. Since demand has to meet supply, these 

investors will need to have a larger base of counter-parties (those with whom they can 

trade). This causes the volume-maximizing level of high risk tolerant investors to be 

lower than 50%. 

2.4. Excess trading volume and tax regime changes 

Tax regime changes should have an impact on ex-dividend day excess trading 

volume, because they cause changes in the relative taxation of dividends and capital gains 

among different investors. When the differential tax treatment of dividends and capital 

gains increases, the gains to exchanging tax burdens among investors with different tax 

status also increase, thus increasing trading volume around ex-dividend days. Since it is 

assumed that for institutional investors, dividend income is less tax-disadvantaged 

relative to capital gains income, then ai = (1 - t^Vil - tig) > (1 - ?m)/(1 - t2g) = 

(dividend being relatively more valuable to institutional investors than to individual 

investors). Equation (5) can be written as: 
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y, = - ^ { K ,  + K ^ ) { a ,  -  a ^ )  
2c7r ' ' K , n ,  +  K , n ,  

1 h d  1 ^ I d  

^ ^1« ^ ^2g 
(10) 

2(7^ K^i\ + 

where hd and t\g (t2d and tjg) are tax rates on dividend and capital gains incomes for 

Category 1 institutional (Category 2 individual) investors. The first-order conditions for 

Equation (10) with respect to tu, hg, tzd and t2g are: 

+  ^ ^ 0 ;  ( l l a )  
2a^ K^n, + K^n^l-t, 

, . ' " ' ^ > 0 ;  ( l i b )  
2c7^ ^1«1 +^2"2 (1-^lg) 

^  =  L > 0 ;  ( l i e )  
at,, 2a^ ' K,n,+K,n^l-t,, 

^  =  ^ < 0 .  ( l i d )  

This means, ceteris paribus, an increase in dividend tax rate for institutional investors 

will decrease ex-dividend day trading volume [Equation (lla)] while an increase in 

capital gains tax rate for institutional investors will increase ex-dividend day trading 

volume [Equation (lib)]; an increase in dividend tax rate for individual investors will 

increase ex-dividend day trading volume [Equation (11c)] while an increase in capital 

gains tax rate for individual investors will decrease ex-dividend day trading volume 

[Equation (lid)]. The intuition for the above first order conditions is, all else equal, an 

increase in dividend (capital gains) tax rate for institutional investors decreases 
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(increases) the relative value of dividend for institutional investors, thus decreasing 

(increasing) ex-day trading volume. On the other hand, an increase in dividend (capital 

gains) tax rate for individual investors decreases (increases) the relative value of dividend 

for individual investors, thus increasing (decreasing) ex-day trading volume. Based on 

the above argument, the hypothesis for ex-day trading volume concerning tax regime 

changes is: 

H3: Tax Regime Change Hypothesis - A tax regime change that increases the degree 
of differential tax treatment of dividends and capital gains among investors of differing 
tax status will increase excess trading volume around ex-dividend days and enhance the 
positive effect of dividend yield on ex-day trading volume. 

This study covers three tax regimes - TRA86, RRA93 and TRA97.'^ During the TRA86 

regime, the preferential tax treatment of long-term capital gains adopted in 1921 was 

eliminated, so that dividends and capital gains incomes were treated equally - though a 

disparity in tax treatment of dividends and capital gains may still exists but to a less 

extent, because the realization of capital gains can be deferred.In RRA93, maximum 

marginal tax rate on dividend incomes for individual investors was raised from 31% to 

39.6% [Equation (11c) apphes]. In TRA97, tax rate on capital gains for individual 

investors was reduced. Specifically, for individual taxpayers with a marginal tax rate on 

ordinary income of 28% or more, TRA97 reduced the long-term capital gains tax rate 

from 28% to 20%. Also, for individual taxpayers with a marginal tax rate on ordinary 

income of 15%, TRA97 reduced the long-term capital gains tax rate from 15% to 10% 

[Equation (lid) applies]. So, over these three tax regimes, dividends become more and 

For convenience, I name each tax regime after its related tax law change. 
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more tax-disadvantaged relative to capital gains for individual investors.''* Since an 

increase in the level of differential tax treatment of dividends and capital gains among 

different investors will increase tax-motivated trading around ex-dividend days, I expect 

the effect of dividend yield on excess trading volume to increase over these three tax 

regimes. 

2.5. Controls for risk and transaction costs of trading 

Michaely and Vila (1995) suggest that ex-dividend day trading will cause investors to 

deviate from an otherwise optimal portfolio, thus increasing the associated risk exposure. 

This suggests that ex-day excess trading volume should be decreasing in the risk. They 

argue that both systematic and total risk will dampen trading activities around ex-

dividend days. 

Transaction costs serve as frictions to trade, since they erode trading profits and 

dampen trading incentive. When transaction costs increase, investors trade in fewer 

stocks and fewer investors trade. This means, excess trading volume around ex-dividend 

days should be decreasing in the level of transaction costs of individual stocks. As in 

Karpoff and Walkling (1988) and Naranjo, Nimalendran and Ryngaert (2000), I use the 

inverse of stock price as a measure of transaction costs. Both papers argue that a higher 

level of the inverse of stock price results in a higher percentage brokerage costs and bid-

ask spreads. In fact, Bhardwaj and Brooks (1992) show direct evidence that both the bid-

TRA86 reduced the differential tax treatment of realized long-term capital gains and dividend income in 
1987 and eliminated this difference in 1988. 

In 1990 (RRA90), the top marginal tax rate on ordinary income for individual investors was raised from 
28% to 31%. Since this increase is relatively minor compared with other tax regime changes, I do not 
consider it here. 
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ask spreads and round-trip commissions are inversely related to share prices. Thus, 

excess trading volume around ex-dividend days is expected to be negatively related to the 

inverse of stock price. Apart from the inverse of stock price, I also consider the size 

(market capitalization) of stocks. Size can be a measure of liquidity, if this is the case, its 

effect on trading volume should be similar to that of stock price. On the other hand, 

trading activity around ex-dividend days may be more pronounced for stocks with lower 

levels of market capitalization or liquidity, since during non-ex-dividend periods, trading 

on those stocks may be very thin. If this is the case, size should have a negative effect on 

excess trading volume. 

3. DATA DESCRIPTION AND DERIVATION 

This study covers a ten-year period, from 1989 to 1998. I focus on regular taxable 

cash dividend distributions - specifically, I examine monthly (CRSP distribution code 

1222), quarterly (code 1232), semi-annual (code 1242) and annual (code 1252) 

distributions for common stocks. These distributions represent predictable and committed 

dividend policies. 78,717 ex-dividend days that fall into the above categories are 

extracted from the CRSP dividend distribution file. Next, I apply three criteria to the 

above: I) each ex-dividend day in the sample must not coincide with other distribution 

days or announcement days; 2) each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation must 

have 91 days (from day -45 to day 45 relative to the ex-dividend day) of daily trading 

volume and return data around the ex-dividend day; and 3) each observation must also 

have data on the amount of dividend distributed, cum-dividend and ex-dividend stock 
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price. After applying these three criteria, 67,247 stock-ex-dividend-day-specific 

observations remain. 

Next, each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation is required to have data on the 

level of institutional ownership. Beginning-of-the-year aggregate levels of institutional 

ownership are obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. All institutional investors with 

more than $100 million in equity ownership must report their holdings to the SEC in 

quarterly 13f filings. Institutional investors in this database include banks, insurance 

companies, mutual funds, college endowment funds, corporate investors, pension and 

retirement funds, broker dealers, and other investment advisors. Aggregate level of 

institutional ownership is defined as the total number of shares held by institutional 

investors over the total number of shares outstanding for each stock.After volume data 

are matched with institutional ownership data, I have 33,032 stock-ex-dividend-day-

specific observations. 

Dividend yield {YIELD) around ex-dividend days is computed as the amount of 

dividends per share {AMT) over the cum-dividend stock price (PCUM)- TO avoid the effect 

of  ou t l i e r s ,  I  e l imina te  observa t ions  wi th in  the  top  0 .5  percen t i l e  o f  d iv idend  y ie ld .This  

reduces the sample size to 32,867 stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observations. 

This aggregate level of institutional ownership is of course not a perfect measure of tax-related stock 
ownership structure. For example, this measure includes mutual funds that indirectly hold equity for fully 
taxable individuals for whom dividends are tax-disadvantaged. However, this may not pose too serious a 
problem in this paper for two reasons. 1) The proportion of mutual funds is relatively low and it has been 
declining over time. Gompers and Metrick (2001) find that the proportion of mutual funds among all 
institutional investors has declined from 9.00% in 1980 to 6.90% in 1996. 2) If mutual funds behave like 
individual investors, it will make it more difficult to find results supporting the tax-related trading 
hypotheses. 
' These outliers are mainly due to small denominators - the cum-dividend prices being too small. 
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To control for systematic risk, I adopt the Fama-French three-factor approach. For 

each stock-ex-day combination, I perform the following time-series regression to get the 

estimates of these risk factors: 

Rit -RFT = A)i + PMKTiMKTt + PsMBiSMBt + PhMUHMLI + Sit, (12) 

where - Rft is the return on stock i in excess of the risk-free rate of return Rf in period 

t, MKTt is the risk premium (i.e., Rmt - Rft) on a broad market portfolio of stocks in period 

t, SMBf is the return on a portfolio of small capitalization stocks minus the return on a 

portfolio of large capitalization stocks in period t, and HML, is the return on a portfolio of 

high book-to-market stocks minus the return on a portfolio of low book-to-market stocks 

in period t}^ This process further reduces the sample size to 29,252. Michaely and Vila 

(1995) argue that total risk also affects trading volume. I use the ratio of a stock's daily 

return standard deviation a; over the CRSP value-weighted index daily return standard 

deviation CTM during the 80-day non-event period from day -45 to day -6 and day 6 to 

day 45 as a proxy for total risk. It is computed as, 

TRISK,^-^. (13) 

To capture their ex-ante magnitudes, I estimate annual Fama-French risk factors using data from the 
preceding 48 months. For example, estimates of the risk factors for 1992 are based on 1988 to 1991 
monthly data. The data needed to compute the Fama-French risk factors are obtained from the following 
sources. Monthly returns for stocks are obtained from CRSP. To remain in the sample in year t, a stock 
must have monthly returns for each of the 48 months preceding the beginning of year t. Annualized returns 
on three-month treasury bills, which serve as a proxy for Rf after being converted to monthly returns, are 
obtained from Federal Reserve Bank publications. The CRSP value-weighted monthly return serves as a 
proxy for /?„. Monthly measures for SMB and HML are also computed using CRSP data (from French). 
PMKT^ PSMB and PHML are estimated for each stock. 
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To control for transaction costs, as in Naranjo, Nimalendran and Ryngaert (2000), I 

use the inverse of the cum-dividend closing price (PCUM)-

A measure of size (market capitalization) of stocks is included in the model. Previous 

studies, such as Bamber (1986, 1987) and Utama and Cready (1997) show that trading 

response around earnings announcement days is more pronounced for small firms. I use 

the average daily market capitalization of a stock during the 80-day non-event period as 

the measure of firm size. It is computed as, 

"V CAP 
AGAR ^ i 

80 

where CAPu is daily market capitalization (in $millions) for stock i on day t and ACAPi is 

the mean daily market capitalization for stock i. 

I focus on excess trading volume around ex-dividend days. To conduct cross-

sectional tests, an estimate of excess trading volume for each stock around its ex-dividend 

day is needed. For each stock, I obtain daily trading volume from day -45 to day 45 

relative to its ex-dividend day. Similar to Michaely and Vila (1995 and 1996), the event 

period is defined as the 11-day period from day -5 to day 5 relative to the ex-dividend 

day and the non-event period is defined as the 80-day period from day -45 to day -6 and 

day 6 to day 45 relative to the ex-dividend day. I use the mean daily trading volume 

during the non-event period as a measure of normal daily trading volume. It is computed 

as 

NV, = L I(6[-4S,-6]U[6,45] 
VOL, 

(15) 
80 
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where VOLu is daily trading volume (share turnover) for stock i on day t and NVi is 

normal daily trading volume for stock i. Excess trading volume each day during the event 

period (EXVOLn) is computed as 

EXVOL, = ̂  -1 t e [-5, 5], (16) 
NVj 

where EVu is event daily period trading volume for stock i on day t. EXVOL is a 

normalized measure of event period daily excess trading volume. 

I then measure the average event period excess trading volume (EXVOLi) for each 

stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation, it is computed as 

y EV; 
EXVOL. = L _ i. (17) 

l lxA^.  

This is the measure of ex-dividend day excess treading volume for each stock-ex-

dividend-day-specific observation and it is the dependent variable used in the cross-

sectional tests. 

Table 1 shows the average daily excess trading volume for the 31-day period around 

the ex-dividend days. 67,247 observations are used for this computation. For each day 

during the 11-day event period, daily excess trading volume is significantly greater than 0 

- consistent with tax-motivated trading around ex-dividend days. The peak of ex-

dividend day trading occurs on the cum-dividend day (22.65% above normal). During the 

non-event period, only Day 14 has a marginally significant excess trading volume. This 

phenomenon is also depicted in Figure 2. This result justifies the use of an 11-day period 

(from day -5 to day 5) around the ex-dividend days as the event period. 
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4. TEST DESIGN AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

4.1. Excess trading volume, dividend yield and institutional ownership around ex-
dividend days 

Michaely and Vila (1996) argue that excess trading volume around ex-dividend days 

should increase in dividend yield. As dividend yield increases, the potential gains from 

transferring dividends from investors who are averse to them to investors who are less 

averse to, or to investors who prefer them, increase. They find evidence consistent with 

this argument - for high dividend yield stocks, excess trading volume is more 

pronounced. I first conduct a similar test in my study. Using a sample of 29,252 stocks 

that have data on dividend yield and institutional ownership, I form quintiles based on the 

level of dividend yield and institutional ownership. This results in a total of 25 portfolios. 

Within each portfolio, I compute the mean excess trading volume as well as the dividend 

yield and the level of institutional ownership. The results are shown in Table 2. In 

general, within each institutional ownership quintile, excess trading volume increases 

when dividend yield increases. I compute the ;!;;^-statisitic for testing equality of mean 

excess trading volume across dividend yield quintiles within each institutional ownership 

quintile. In each of the five institutional ownership quintiles, equality of excess trading 

volume is rejected. This result is consistent with the notion of tax-motivated trading 

around ex-dividend days. When the potential tax benefit of exchanging dividends and 

capital gains among investors is high, they are motivated to trade, thus a positive relation 

between dividend yield and excess trading volume. On the other hand, it is also observed 

from Table 2 that as the level of institutional ownership increases, excess trading volume 
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first increases and then declines. This is consistent with the notion that as the level of 

institutional ownership increases, tax-induced investor heterogeneity first increases and 

then decreases, causing excess trading volume to peak and then decline (See Figure 3 for 

an illustration). This implies a concave quadratic relation between the volume effect of 

dividend yield and the level of institutional ownership. 

The regression analyses are designed to examine the interaction between dividend 

yield and institutional ownership while controlling for risk, transaction costs and size. 

The tests are based on a sample of 29,252 stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observations 

that have data on the dependent variable and all the independent variables. Table 3 

presents descriptive statistics and Table 4 presents correlations among dependent variable 

and independent variables. Excess trading volume is positively correlated with dividend 

yield - consistent with the tax-motivated trading hypothesis. The correlation between 

excess trading volume and institutional ownership is negative. Since the expected relation 

between these two variables is predicted to be non-linear, this simple correlation may not 

be very meaningful. It is interesting to note that the correlation between dividend yield 

and the level of institutional ownership is negative, suggesting that the theorized dividend 

tax clientele effect does not exist - at least for dividend paying stocks (see Grinstein and 

Michaely (2002) for some formal analyses). 

To detect the non-linear relation between the level of institutional ownership and the 

effect of dividend yield on excess trading volume, I first analyze the following regression 

model in institutional ownership deciles: 

EXVOLi =0(0 + CCXPMKTI + CC2PSMBI + CC^PHMLI + CC^TRISKi + OSLLPCUMI 

+ cCf^CAPi + cxjINSTi + oc^YIELDi + m/. (18) 
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I expect the coefficients on PMKT, PSMB, PHML and TRISK to be negative, since extra 

trading around ex-dividend days will cause investors to deviate from their optimal 

portfolio holding, thus assuming more risk. I also expect the coefficient on 1/PCUM to be 

negative. In this test based on institutional ownership deciles, the focus is on the YIELD 

coefficient. Since YIELD is a measure of the potential tax gains to exploit by exchanging 

tax burdens among different investors, I expect the coefficient on YIELD to be positive in 

each INST decile. On the other hand, as the level of institutional ownership increases, the 

degree of tax-induced heterogeneity first increases and then decreases, the coefficient on 

YIELD should follow the same pattern. 

The results are shown in Table 5. The coefficients on YIELD are positive in all the 

INST deciles and are significant in the first eight. In Decile 3, the coefficient on YIELD 

peaks and then generally declines as the level of institutional ownership increases. This 

result is consistent with the tax-induced investor heterogeneity hypothesis. See Figure 4 

for an illustration of the results. 

Next, I directly test for the concave quadratic relation between the level of 

institutional ownership and the volume effect of dividend yield by interacting YIELD 

with INST and INSf^. I utilize the following regression model for the whole sample: 

EXVOLi = Oo + ocxPmkti + cciPsmbi + ctifinMU + cc^JRISKi + ccs^lPcuMi 
+ a^ACAPi + a-jINSTi + a^NST^i + a^YIELDi 
+ aioYIELDixINSTi + auYIELDixINSI^i + (19) 

I expect the coefficient on YIELD and YIELDxINST to be positive and that on 

YIELDxINSf^ to be negative. 
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The results are shown in Table 6. The coefficient on PMKT is negative but 

insignificant. The coefficient on PSMB is negative and significant, consistent with my 

conjecture. However, the coefficient on PHML is positive and significant, inconsistent with 

the conjecture on risk. Michaely and Vila (1996) find a negative relation between excess 

trading volume around ex-dividend days and the (5 estimated from the CAPM model. I 

use the Fama-French three-factor model to control for risk of individual stocks. It appears 

that excess trading volume around ex-dividend days is higher for stocks with higher 

book-to-market equity ratios. A possible explanation for this result is that for stocks with 

high levels of book-to-market equity ratio, their non-event period trading volume may be 

relatively thin, so the normalized excess trading volume around ex-dividend days may be 

relatively high. The coefficient on TRISK is negative and significant, consistent with 

Michaely and Vila (1995) in that total risk reduces trading volume around ex-dividend 

days. The coefficient on UPCUM is insignificant, inconsistent with prior research.'^ The 

coefficient on ACAP is negative and significant, suggesting that trading response is more 

pronounced for stocks with lower level of market capitalization, consistent with Bamber 

(1986, 1987) and Utama and Cready (1997). The coefficient on INST is negative and 

significant and the coefficient on INS'F' is positive and significant.'^ 

Previous studies usually find a negative relation between excess trading volume and measures of 
transactions costs. For example, Lakonishok and Vermaelen (1986), Naranjo, Nimalendran and Ryngaert 
(2000) and Koski and Scruggs (1995). 
" This suggests that when considered alone (with the tax-induced investor heterogeneity effect controlled 
for), the level of institutional ownership has some dampening effect on the ex-day excess trading volume 
and this dampening effect declines when the level of institutional ownership increases. Since ownership 
structure enters the excess trading volume model in conjunction with dividend yield, I do not have an ex 
ante prediction on the effect of the level of institutional ownership in isolation. 
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The primary focus concerns the impact of institutional ownership on the volume 

effect of dividend yield. The coefficient on YIELD is significantly positive («9 = 18.4838, 

t = 2.84), consistent with the tax-motivated trading hypothesis - the higher the level of 

dividend yield, the higher the level of trading activities. This result is consistent with 

numerous existing studies, such as Michaely and Vila (1995, 1996) and Lakonishok and 

Vermaelen (1986). On the other hand, the coefficient on YlELDxlNST is significantly 

positive {aw = 124.6886, t = 4.06) and the coefficient on YIELDxINSf^ is significantly 

negative {an = -193.7132, t = -5.72), suggesting that the effect of dividend yield on 

excess trading volume is a concave quadratic function of the level of institutional 

ownership, consistent with the tax-induced investor heterogeneity hypothesis.^^ 

4.2. Volume-maximizing level of institutional ownership 

Based on the regression results for Equation (19), the volume-maximizing level of 

institutional ownership is 

/7V5r* = 124.6886 X y/£LD ^ ^ 32.18% (20) 
2x(-193.7132F/ELD) 

^ In a different line of research, but with similar theoretical construct, Utama and Cready (1997) find that 
volume response around earnings announcement dates is a quadratic function of the level of institutional 
ownership. This is consistent with Kim and Verrecchia's (1991) proposition that trading volume response 
to public announcements increases with the level of cross-investor variation in precision of private pre-
disclosure information, proxied for by the level of institutional ownership. The fundamental issue in both 
researches is the differential valuation of the same asset by different investors. In Kim and Verrecchia 
(1991) and Utama and Cready's (1997) case, differential valuation is caused by variation in precision of 
private pre-disclosure information while in Michaely and Vila's (1995, 1996) and my case, it is caused by 
differential tax treatment of dividend and capital gains incomes for different investors. In both cases, 
trading volume reflects changes in expectations of all investors (Beaver's (1968) intuition). 

For a concave quadratic function y  =  ojc^ +  b x  +  c ,  where a < 0 and b > 0 ,  the value of y  is maximized 
when X = -bl2a. 
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This volume-maximizing level of institutional ownership appears to be consistent with 

the univariate result in Table 2, which shows that in the highest dividend yield quintile, 

the highest level of excess trading volume occurs when the level of institutional 

ownership is 34.09%. The volume-maximizing level of institutional ownership being 

lower than 50% implies that institutional investors may be more risk tolerant than 

individual investors. Figure 5 depicts the expected level of excess volume as a function 

of dividend yield and institutional ownership based on the regression results for Equation 

(19). It shows that at any dividend yield cross-section, volume is a concave quadratic 

function of the level of institutional ownership and its maximum is reached at a level of 

institutional ownership lower than 50%. 

4.3. Effect of tax regime changes 

According to the tax regime change hypothesis, trading volume around ex-dividend 

days should be higher when there is an increase in the degree of differential tax treatment 

of dividends and capital gains. The period 1989-1998 spans three tax regimes, TRA86, 

RRA93 and TRA97. During the TRA86 regime, tax rate on dividends and capital gains 

were equalized for individual investors, but a preferential tax treatment on capital gains 

may still exist. For example, the realization of capital gains can be deferred, so excess 

trading volume around ex-dividend days may still exist during the TRA86 regime. In 

1993, the Clinton administration increased investor ordinary income tax rates from 31% 

to 39.6%. This change increased the spread in tax rates on dividends and capital gains. In 

1997, the individual investor capital gains tax rate was reduced from 28% to 20%. This 

An F-test (testing whether aio + ccn =0) value of 58.00 strongly rejects that the volume-maximizing 
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further increased the differential tax treatment of dividends and capital gains. Based on 

the above, excess trading volume around ex-dividend days and the volume effect of 

dividend yield should increase over these three tax regimes. This means, over these three 

regimes, the coefficient on YIELD should increase. Presumably, with the increase in the 

differential tax treatment of dividends and capital gains, the effect of investor 

heterogeneity should also increase. But since excess trading volume is a quadratic 

function of the level of institutional ownership, I do not attempt to predict whether the 

coefficients on YIELDxINST and YIELDxINST^ should increase or decrease over the 

three tax regimes. 

I begin my analysis with a comparison of excess trading volume around ex-dividend 

days during the three tax regimes. I expect excess volume to increase over these three 

regimes. The results, shown in Table 7, are not consistent with this conjecture. Actually, 

excess volume decreases over these three regimes. A ;t:^-test shows that this decrease in 

excess trading volume is significant over the three tax regimes. But it is also observed 

that dividend yield decreases over the three regimes. Firms may be adjusting their 

dividend policy in response to the tax regime changes - they may have decreased their 

dividend yield when dividend incomes become relatively more tax-disadvantaged.^^ On 

the other hand, the level of institutional ownership increases monotonically. This pattern 

in the data illustrates the necessity to control for dividend yield and institutional 

ownership simultaneously in order to have a clear picture of the effect of tax regime 

changes. 

level of institutional ownership is equal to 50%. 
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I partition the 10-year period into two partially overlapping sub-periods: 1989-1996 

(TRA86 regime switched to RRA93 regime in 1993) and 1993-1998 (RRA93 regime 

switched to TRA97 regime in 1997). I perform regression tests separately for these two 

sub-periods. For the first sub-period that covers TRA86 and RRA93,1 create an indicator 

variable 793 that equals 1 if the stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation falls in the 

RRA93 regime and 0 otherwise. T93 is also interacted with YIELD, YIELDxlNST and 

YIELDxINST^ to create YIELDxT93, YIELDxINSTxT93 and YIELDxINS1^xT93. The 

regression model used is 

EXVOLi = oo + aiT93 + a2PMKTi + caPsMBi + gcaPhmu + cxsTRISK, + a^l/PcuMi 
+ (X-jACAPi + oc%lNSTi + cx^INSJ^; + <X\QYlELDi + 0C\iYIELDixT93i 
+ anYIELDiXiNSTi + anYIELDixINSTixT93i + auYIELDiXlNSf^i 
+ aisYlELDixINS'fixT93i -I- (21) 

The results are shown in Panel A, Table 8. While the coefficient on YIELD becomes 

insignificantly positive (orio = 4.3893, t = 0.63), the coefficient on YIELDxT93 is 

significantly positive {a\\ = 18.4668, t = 2.09), suggesting that an increase in dividend 

tax rate increases the effect of dividend yield on excess trading volume.^'' This is 

consistent with Michaely and Vila (1995), who find that excess trading volume around 

ex-dividend days is higher pre-TRA86 than post-TRA86. It is also consistent with Kato 

and Loewenstein (1995) who show that excess volume £iround ex-dividend days declines 

after the 1988 tax reform in Japan. After the reform, individuals were taxed on capital 

gains for the first time and trading by corporations in other firms' stocks around those 

Or, firms simply have a lower propensity to pay dividends over time, see Fama and French (2001). 
^ The insignificant coefficient on YIELD may be due to the fact that during the TRA86 regime, tax rates on 
dividends and capital gains were equalized. 
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firms' fiscal year end for dividend capture purpose was restricted and made more costly. 

Kato and Loewenstein attribute the decline partially to tax reasons. 

With control for the tax regime change variable, the quadratic relation between the 

level of institutional ownership and the effect of dividend yield on ex-dividend day 

excess trading volume is still present - the coefficient on YIELDxINST is significantly 

positive («i2 = 182.3588, t = 4.99) and the coefficient on YIELDxINSf^ is significantly 

negative (au = -252.3961, t = -5.75). On the other hand, the coefficients on 

YIELDxINSTxT93 and YIELDxINSt^xT93 are both insignificant (a\z = -36.7104, t = -

0.84; a\5 = 9.6277, t = 0.19), suggesting that the tax regime change does not alter the 

shape of this quadratic relation. 

Next, I test for the effect of tax regime change for the period 1993-1998. Similarly, an 

indicator variable T91 is created that equals 1 if the stock-ex-dividend-day-specific 

observation falls in the TRA97 regime and 0 otherwise. T97 is also interacted with 

YIELD, YIELDxINST and YIELDxINSf^ to create YIELDxT91, YIELDxINSTxT91 and 

YIELDxINSf^xT91. Similar to the 1989-1996 period, I utilize the following regression 

model: 

EXVOLi = Oo + a\T91 + aiPrnKn + oczPsmbi + (XaPhmu + ccsTRlSKi + oel/PcuMi 
+ a-iACAPi + a^mTi + a^lNS'fi + ax^YlELDi + anYlELDixT91 i 
+ axiYIELDixINSTi + anYIELDixINSTixT91i + auYIELDiXlNSf^i 
+ ai5YIELDixINS1^ixT91i + Ui. (22) 

Since TRA97 decreases the individual investor tax rate on capital gains, it increases the 

level of differential tax treatment of dividends and capital gains. I expect the coefficient 
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on YIELDxT91 to be positive. The results (Panel B, Table 8) show that while the 

coefficient on YIELD is positive and significant (aio = 35.9957, t = 3.95), the coefficient 

on YIELDxT91 is negative but insignificant {a\\ = -8.1335, t = -0.53), suggesting that 

TRA93 did not increase ex-day trading volume. The quadratic relation between the level 

of institutional ownership and the effect of dividend yield on excess volume is unaltered 

after the 1997 tax regime change. Based on the above, I find partial support for the 

hypothesis concerning tax regime changes. 

There maybe two possible reasons for not finding support for the tax-motivated 

trading hypothesis for the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997. The first one is that the asset 

holding period to qualify for the long-term capital gains rates increases from 12 months 

to 18 months. An increase in holding period increases the risk involved in dividend-

related trading and this has a negative effect on excess trading volume (see Code Section 

302). The second reason is related to rules on dividend-received deduction for 

corporations. Before TRA97, no dividend-received deduction is allowed for stock held by 

a corporation for 45 days or less. After TRA97, no dividend-received deduction is 

allowed for stock held for 45 days or less during the 90-day period beginning on the date 

45 days before the ex-dividend date of the stock. This means, after TRA97, dividend-

related trading for corporations is further restricted, and this has a dampening effect on 

ex-day trading volume (see Code Section 246(c)). While a decrease in individual investor 

Two price level studies do find price movements consistent with these two tax regime changes. Ayers, 
Cloyd and Robinson (2002) find evidence of dividend tax capitalization - stock price reaction to the 
increase in the individual income tax rate enacted in the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 is negatively 
related to dividend yield and that this negative relation is mitigated by the level of institutional ownership. 
Lang, and Shackelford (2000) find evidence of capital gains tax capitalization - stock prices moved 
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capital gains tax rate should increase ex-day trading volume, the changes in rules on 

holding period and dividend-received deduction should decrease it, and the net change in 

ex-day excess volume may be insignificant. 

4.4. Sensitivity analysis 

4.4.1. Alternative risk control 

Michaely and Vila (1995 and 1996) argue that both systematic risk and total risk 

affect ex-day excess trading volume and they use risk measures generated from the 

CAPM model. I repeat my analyses using their alternative risk measures to determine 

how my results are sensitive to an alternative risk control. For the cross-sectional tests, I 

utilize the following two regression equations: 

EXVOLi = + AX^MKTI + ociTRISKi + CC^ilPcuMi + CCAACAPI 

+ asINSTi + a^INSJ^i + a-jYIELDi + a^YIELDiXlNSTi 
+ a^YIELDiXlNST^i + Ui, (23) 

EXVOLi — CCQ + CCXPMKTI + CC2lRISKi + CC^LLPCUMI + OC^ACAPi 
+ asINSTi + ccdNSti + a-iYIELDi + asYIELDiXiNSTi 
+ agYIELDixINS'fi + «„ (24) 

where PMKT is the CAPM beta estimated over the non-event 80-day period (day -45 to 

day -6 and day 6 to day 45 relative to the ex-dividend day), total risk TRISK is as defined 

earlier and idiosyncratic risk IRISK is the standard deviation of the CAPM residual scaled 

by the standard deviation of the market return during the corresponding period. 

Qualitatively similar results are obtained concerning the effect of dividend yield and 

institutional ownership and Equation (24) suggests that the volume maximizing level of 

institutional ownership is 32.67%, very close to its level when the Fama-French three-

inversely with dividend yields during the May, 1997 week when the White House and Congress agreed on 
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factor model is used to control for risk. The coefficients on PMKT-, TRISK and IRISK are 

all negative and significant, consistent with the notion of risk reducing excess volume in 

Michaley and Vila (1995 and 1996).^^ 

Also, I use the following regression equations to test the effect of tax regime changes 

in 1993 and 1997, 

EXVOLi = ccq + cc\T93 + otiPMKTi + cC'^IRISKj + cc^llPcuMi + ct$ACAP i 
+ ccdNSTi + ailNS'fi + a^YIELDi + agYIELDixT93i 
+ aioYIELDiXlNSTi + auYIELDixINSTixT93i + auYIELDiXlNST^i 
+ auYIELDixINS1^ixT93i + m„ (25) 

EXVOLi = cxq + cc\T91 + cciPukti + oc^IRISKi + cc^XlPcvMi "t" oc$A.CAPi 
+ OelNSTi + a-jINS'fi + a^YIELDi + a^YIELDixT91 i 

+ aioYIELDiXlNSTi + anYIELDixINSTixT91 i + ax2YIELDixlNSti 
+ axzYlELDiXimf^ixT91i + m,. (26) 

Again, similar results are obtained when I use the alternative risk control. 

4.4.2. Alternative measure of transaction costs 

When I use UPEX as a proxy for transaction costs, its coefficient is insignificant (like 

that of IIPCUM) while the coefficients on other variables are qualitatively similar. 

4.4.3. Impact of outlying and influential observations 

I use Belsley, Kuh and Welsch's (1980) procedures to check for the effects of outliers 

and influential observations and find that the results are not impacted by outlying and 

influential observations. 

4.4.4. Economic significance 

a budget accord that included a reduction in the capital gains tax rate. 
^ The results are not tabulated here. 

I use the general cutoff levels suggested in Belsley, Kuh and Welsch (1980) for the two procedures. 
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Base on the results in Table 6, I estimate the excess trading volume due to the 

interaction between dividend yield and the level of institutional ownership. For a 

dividend yield of 1%, excess trading volume is 29.02%, 38.46% and 32.40% when the 

level of institutional ownership is 10%, 30% and 50%, respectively. These levels of 

excess volume are all economically significant and they demonstrate that the level of 

institutional ownership first increases and then decreases excess volume (Also see Figure 

5 for an idea of economic significance). 

4.5. Relation with dividend capitalization (price level) studies 

Three papers investigating the notion of dividend tax capitalization consider the effect 

of stock ownership structure (institutional ownership) on stock price. Ayers, Cloyd and 

Robinson (2002) find that stock price reaction to the increase in the individual income tax 

rate enacted in the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 is negatively related to dividend 

yield and that this negative relation is mitigated by the level of institutional ownership. 

Dahliwal, Li and Trezevant (2003) find that a firm's dividend yield has a positive impact 

on its common stock return that is decreasing in the level of institutional ownership. 

From a different angle, Dhaliwal, Erickson and Li (2002) find that for high dividend yield 

stocks, low levels of institutional ownership suppress the earnings response coefficient, 

because for these stocks, a higher portion of earnings goes to taxes. These three studies 

use the level of institutional ownership as an indicator of the identity of the marginal 

(YIELD = 0.01, INST = 0.1): 18.4838x0.01 + 124.6886x0.01x0.1 - 193.7132x0.01x0.1^ = 0.2902; 
{YIELD = 0.01, INST =03): 18.4838x0.01 + 124.6886x0.01x0.3 - 193.7132x0.01x0.3^ = 0.3846; (YIELD 
= 0.01, INST =0.5): 18.4838x0.01 + 124.6886x0.01x0.5 - 193.7132x0.01x0.5^ = 0.3240. 
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investor and argue that to understand dividend tax capitalization, one has to consider 

payout policy in conjunction with stock ownership structure. 

I stress the importance of payout policy and ownership structure in understanding ex-

dividend day excess trading volume. Since price and trading volume are the two most 

important statistics in financial market (Michaely and Vila (1996)), my study combined 

with results from the above three papers offers a fuller picture of how investors respond 

to the differential tax treatment of dividend and capital gains incomes. Ownership 

structure can assume two roles. In price level tests (dividend tax capitalization), it is used 

as an indicator of whether the marginal investor in a firm's common stock is more likely 

to be a low-tax or a high-tax investor. In trading volume tests, it proxies for the degree of 

tax-induced investor heterogeneity. The results from both lines of research are consistent 

with each other: Tax matters in valuation and it impacts both price and investor trading 

pattems around ex-dividend days. 

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this study, I examine the interaction between dividend yield and institutional 

ownership on excess trading volume around ex-dividend days. Dividend yield proxies for 

the tax disadvantaged portion of stock return while the level of institutional ownership 

proxies for the degree of tax-induced investors heterogeneity. I hypothesize that while 

dividend yield is positively related to excess trading volume around ex-dividend days, 

this positive relation is a concave quadratic function of the level of institutional 

ownership. 
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Cross-sectional test results support these hypotheses. First, excess trading volume is 

increasing in dividend yield, consistent with the notion of tax-motivated trading around 

the ex-dividend days. Second, this positive relation between dividend yield and ex-day 

excess trading volume is a concave quadratic function of the level of institutional 

ownership, consistent with a tax-induced investor heterogeneity argument. Third, the 

volume-maximizing level of institutional ownership is reach at 32.18%, lower than 50%, 

implying that institutional investors may have a higher level of risk tolerance than 

individual investors. 

I also test for systematic changes in ex-dividend day excess trading volume when tax 

regime changes. Excess trading volume and the volume effect of dividend yield should 

increase for a regime change that increases the degree of differential tax treatment of 

dividends and capital gains. I find results consistent with this hypothesis for the period 

1989-1996 that covers TRA86 and RRA93, but not for the period 1993-1998 that covers 

RRA93 and TRA97. 

In conclusion, this paper demonstrates that tax-motivated trading is a cause of excess 

trading volume around ex-dividend days. An important contribution of the paper is the 

consideration of stock ownership structure in explaining the variation in excess trading 

volume around ex-dividend days. Ownership structure affects excess trading volume by 

influencing the degree of tax-induced investor heterogeneity. The above results, 

combined with studies supporting the notion of dividend tax capitalization, reinforce the 

notion that tax matters in valuation and its effect can be detected from both stock price 

and investor trading patterns around ex-dividend days. 
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APPENDIX A: FIGURES 

Figure 1 
Level of Risk Tolerance and Ex-Day Excess Trading Volume as a Function of «i - the Number of 

Category 1 Investors 
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Figure 2 
Daily Excess Trading Volume Around Ex-Dividend Days 

-< 5 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-
day specific observation, 91 days (from day ^5 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are 
extracted. The 11-day period from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 
80-day period from day -45 to day -6 and day 6 to day 45 is defined as the non-event 
period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is computed as the 
average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is 
EXVOL = EVIANV - 1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-
dividend-day specific observation. 67,247 stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observations 
are used. 
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Figure 3 
Excess Trading Volume Around Ex-Dividend Day Based on Level of Dividend Yield and 

Institutional Ownership 
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Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day -45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL - EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. 
YIELD is defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend 
stock price PCVM- PEX is the ex-dividend day closing price. INST is level of institutional ownership defined 
as the number of shares owned by institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. 
Data on institutional ownership is from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. 
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Figure 4 
Coefficient on YIELD in INST Deciles 
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Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day ^5 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day ^5 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EV/ANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. To 
control for systematic risk related to the Fama-French three factors, PMKT, PSMB and PUML are estimated 
using the regression: -RJI- POI + PUTKN^KT, + PSMBISMB, + PHMLMML, + f,„ where /?;, - RF, is the return 
on stock I in excess of the risk-free rate of return /?/in period T, MKT, is the risk premium (i.e., R,„I - RJI) on 
a broad market portfolio of stocks in period T, SMB, is the return on a portfolio of small capitalization stocks 
minus the return on a portfolio of large capitalization stocks in period T, and HML, is the return on a 
portfolio of high book to market stocks minus the return on a portfolio of low book to market stocks in 
period T. To remain in the sample in year T, a stock must have monthly returns for each of the 48 months 
preceding the beginning of year T. Total risk TRISK is defined as standard deviation of an individual stock's 
daily return scaled by the standard deviation of the CRSP value-weighted index daily return. YIELD is 
defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend stock price 
PcuM- PEX is the ex-dividend day closing price. INST is level of institutional ownership defined as the 
number of shares owned by institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. Data 
on institutional ownership is from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. IIPCUM and 
1/^Ex proxy for transactions costs. Average market capitalization ACAP is defined as the average of daily 
market capitalization during the non-event 80-day period. 

" Model: EXVOLI — ofe + CC\PI4KTI + OCIPSMBI + (XIPUMU + CC^TRISKI + ASUPCUMI + CC^ACAPI + OJINST + 
a^YlELDj + Ui. 



Figure 5 
Effect of Dividend Yield and Institutional Ownership on Excess Trading Volume Around Ex-

Dividend Days 
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Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day -45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation. 
YIELD is defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend 
stock price PCUM- INST is level of institutional ownership defined as the number of shares owned by 
institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. Data on institutional ownership is 
from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. 

" The parameter values used for depicting the above relations among EXVOL, INST and YIELD are obtained 
from the regression: EXVOLI = Ob + AIPMICN + OCIPSMBI + OCIPHMU + A^TRISKJ + ASUPCUUI + CC^ACAPJ + 
ajINSTi + asINSf-i + ccgYIELDi + AIOYLELDIXLNSTI + AUYIELDIXLNST^I + m,. I use EXVOL = 
LSAS3SXYIELD + L24.6SS6XYIELDXINST - L93J132XYLELDXINS'F' to compute the expected excess 
trading volume around ex-dividend day. Since I ignore the effects of risk and transactions costs, the 
expected trading volumes shown above are only proportional. The curves across the mesh are the iso-
EXVOL curves. 
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APPENDIX B: TABLES 

Table 1 
Daily Excess Trading Volume Around Ex-Dividend Days 

Date EXVOL T-Value 

-15 -0.0266 -1.1805 

-14 -0.0244 -1.0819 

-13 -0.0240 -1.0658 

-12 -0.0174 -0.7722 

-11 -0.0149 -0.6613 

-10 -0.0293 -1.3012 

-9 -0.0038 -0.1698 

-8 0.0041 0.1826 

-7 0.0071 0.3148 

-6 0.0098 0.4345 
-5 0.0725 3.2199 
-4 0.0833 3.6981 
-3 0.0615 2.7305 
-2 0.0668 2.9684 
-1 0.2265 10.0602 
0 0.2046 9.0875 
1 0.1530 6,7969 
2 0.2209 9.8106 
3 0.0896 3.9805 
4 0.1172 5.2048 
5 0.0474 2.1054 
6 0.0072 0.3202 
7 -0.0007 -0.0319 

8 -0.0047 -0.2101 
9 0.0050 0.2203 

10 -0.0135 -0.6010 

11 0.0074 0.3306 

12 0.0331 1.4681 

13 0.0339 1.5036 

14 0.0450 1.9977 
15 0.0226 1.0059 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day —45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. 
67,247 stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observations are used. 
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Table 2 
Sub-Sample Statistics for Excess Trading Volume Around Ex-Dividend Day Based on Level of 

Dividend Yield and Institutional Ownership 

INST Quintile 1 INST Quintile 2 INST Quintile 3 
Variable N Mean Std Dev N Mean Std Dev N Mean Std Dev 

YIELD YIELD 1210 0.0014 0.0009 881 0.0014 0.0010 1077 0.0014 0.0009 
Quintile 1 INST 1210 0.1295 0.0864 881 0.3515 0.0474 1077 0.4823 0.0314 

EXVOL 1210 0.0339 0.7352 881 0.0310 0.5701 1077 0.0340 0.5148 

YIELD YIELD 984 0.0038 0.0006 n i l  0.0038 0.0006 1183 0.0038 0.0006 
Quintile 2 INST 984 0.1460 0.0870 n i l  0.3531 0.0451 1183 0.4840 0.0318 

EXVOL 984 0.0339 0.7446 n i l  0.0389 0.7001 1183 0.0448 0.5402 

YIELD YIELD 925 0.0058 0.0006 1086 0.0058 0.0006 1212 0.0059 0.0006 
Quintile 3 INST 925 0.1410 0.0866 1086 0.3516 0.0463 1212 0.4841 0.0335 

EXVOL 925 0.0289 0.7546 1086 0.0627 0.7635 1212 0.0305 0.5432 

YIELD YIELD 872 0.0083 0.0009 1051 0.0084 0.0009 1405 0.0084 0.0009 
Quintile 4 INST 872 0.1418 0.0848 1051 0.3554 0.0438 1405 0.4829 0.0342 

EXVOL 872 0.0879 0.9853 1051 0.0603 0.7065 1405 0.0482 0.6691 

YIELD YIELD 1858 0.0157 0.0043 1726 0.0152 0.0038 978 0.0141 0.0044 
Quintile 5 INST 1858 0.1675 0.0705 1726 0.3409 0.0471 978 0.4780 0.0344 

EXVOL 1858 0.4551 1.7416 1726 0.6731 1.7923 978 0.2454 0.8321 

/TEST 169.3611 416.7468 61.4223 

(To be continued) 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Sub-Sample Statistics for Excess Trading Volume Around Ex-Dividend Day Based on Level of 

Dividend Yield and Institutional Ovrnership 

INST Quintile 4 INST Quintile 5 
Variable N Mean Std Dev N Mean Std Dev ^ Test 

YIELD YIELD 1100 0.0014 0.0009 1581 0.0014 0.0009 
Quintile 1 INST 1100 0.5987 0.0333 1581 0.7560 0.0821 

EXVOL 1100 -0.0034 0.4982 1581 0.0196 1.1423 4.00 

YIELD YIELD 1164 0.0038 0.0006 1410 0.0038 0.0006 
Quintile 2 INST 1164 0.5939 0.0328 1410 0.7410 0.0716 

EXVOL 1164 0.0241 0.4916 1410 -0.0238 0.4500 17.39 

YIELD YIELD 1390 0.0059 0.0006 1226 0.0058 0.0006 
Quintile 3 INST 1390 0.5979 0.0313 1226 0.7301 0.0654 

EXVOL 1390 0.0113 0.4413 1226 0.0043 0.4716 6.78 

YIELD YIELD 1478 0.0083 0.0009 1054 0.0083 0.0009 
Quintile 4 INST 1478 0.5963 0.0310 1054 0.7204 0.0593 

EXVOL 1478 0.0668 0.7295 1054 0.0855 0.9383 2.06 

YIELD YIELD 706 0.0135 0.0041 584 0.0128 0.0027 
Quintile 5 INST 706 0.5937 0.0317 584 0.7205 0.0543 

EXVOL 706 0.2809 0.9533 584 0.1356 0.8417 170.38 

Test 76.2907 36.3322 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day —45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. 
YIELD is defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend 
stock price PCUM- PEX is the ex-dividend day closing price. INST is level of institutional ownership defined 
as the number of shares owned by institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. 
Data on institutional ownership is from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. 

" 2^-statistic testing the equality of the value of EXVOL among the 5 sub-samples (within the same YIELD 
or INST quintile) is computed as follows; 

s=\ 

where EXVOL^ is the mean excess trading volume for Quintile S and S^ is its standard deviation, EXVOL 

is the mean excess trading volume for the whole sample. 

EXVOL^ - EXVOL 

S. 
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Table 3 
Descriptive Statistics 

Variable N Mean Std Dev Maximum Minimum 

EXVOL 29252 0.1139 0.9280 41.8029 -1.0000 

PMKT 29252 0.9603 0.4866 4.2584 -1.2343 

PSMB 29252 0.3576 0.7259 6.6322 -2.0959 

PHML 29252 0.1715 0.7509 6.3926 -4.6958 

TRISK 29252 2.7484 1.5449 38.2018 0.0000 

YIELD 29252 0.0068 0.0050 0.0390 0.0000 

INST 29252 0.4626 0.2105 0.9999 0.0000 

1/^ CUM 29252 0.0467 0.0541 3.2000 0.0017 

IIPEX 29252 0.0475 0.0546 3.2000 0.0017 

ACAP 29252 3.9561 11.2236 311.1058 0.0026 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day -45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. To 
control for systematic risk related to the Fama-French three factors, PMKT, PSMB and PHML are estimated 
using the regression; R„ -Rft = Poi + PmktMKT, + PSMBISMB, + /3HMLiHML, + £„, where Ru - Rf, is the return 
on stock I in excess of the risk-free rate of return Rf in period T, MKT, is the risk premium (i.e., R^, - Rf^ on 
a broad market portfolio of stocks in period T, SMB, is the return on a portfolio of small capitalization stocks 
minus the return on a portfolio of large capitalization stocks in period T, and HML, is the return on a 
portfolio of high book to market stocks minus the return on a portfolio of low book to market stocks in 
period t To remain in the sample in year f, a stock must have monthly returns for each of the 48 months 
preceding the beginning of year T. Total risk TRISK is defined as standard deviation of an individual stock's 
daily return scaled by the standard deviation of the CRSP value-weighted index daily return. YIELD is 
defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend stock price 
PCUM- PEX is the ex-dividend day closing price. INST is level of institutional ownership defined as the 
number of shares owned by institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. Data 
on institutional ownership is from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. IIPCUM and 
i/PSX proxy for transactions costs. Average market capitalization ACAP is defined as the average of daily 
market capitalization during the non-event 80-day period. 



Table 4 
Linear Relations Between Variables 

EXVOL PMKT PSMB PHML TRISK 

EXVOL 1.0000 

PMKT -0.0534 1.0000 
<.0001 

PsMB -0.0645 0.1752 1.0000 
<.0001 <.0001 

PHML 0.0261 0.2841 0.2542 1.0000 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

TRISK -0.0562 0.1088 0.2789 0.0261 1.0000 
<.0001 <.0001 <•0001 <.0001 

YIELD 0.1811 -0.2291 -0.2141 0.1006 -0.0957 
<.0001 <.0001 <•0001 <.0001 <.0001 

INST -0.0639 0.1502 -0.0660 -0.1425 -0.0800 
<.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <•0001 <.0001 

^/P CUM 0.0156 -0.0122 0.2545 0.1070 0.4514 
0.0076 0.0370 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

YPSX 0.0172 -0.0162 0.2520 0.1033 0.4486 
0.0033 0.0055 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 

ACAP -0.0189 0.0230 -0.2743 -0.1035 -0.1132 
0.0012 <.0001 <•0001 <.0001 <.0001 

(To be continued) 
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Table 4 (continued) 
Linear Relations Between Variables 

YIELD INST YPCVM VPEX ACAP 

EXVOL 

PMKT 

PsMB 

PHML 

TRISK 

YIELD 

INST 

YP CVM 

YPEX 

ACAP 

1.0000 

-0.2007 
<.0001 
0.1724 
<.0001 

0.1659 

<.0001 
-0.0663 
<.0001 

1.0000 

-0.2523 
<.0001 

-0.2533 
<.0001 
0.0764 
<.0001 

1.0000 

0.9842 
<.0001 
-0.1657 
<.0001 

1.0000 

-0.1647 
<.0001 

1.0000 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day ^5 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. To 
control for systematic risk related to the Fama-French three factors, PMKT, PSMB and PHML are estimated 
using the regression: Ru -Rft = Poi + PMKTMKT, + PSMBISMB, + PHMUHML, + £•„, where Ru - Rf, is the return 
on stock I in excess of the risk-free rate of return RJ in period T, MKT, is the risk premium (i.e., R^I - RJD on 
a broad market portfolio of stocks in period T, SMB, is the return on a portfolio of small capitalization stocks 
minus the return on a portfolio of large capitalization stocks in period T, and HML, is the return on a 
portfolio of high book to market stocks minus the return on a portfolio of low book to market stocks in 
period T. To remain in the sample in year T, a stock must have monthly returns for each of the 48 months 
preceding the beginning of year T. Total risk TRISK is defined as standard deviation of an individual stock's 
daily return scaled by the standard deviation of the CRSP value-weighted index daily return. YIELD is 
defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend stock price 
PCVM- PEX is the ex-dividend day closing price. INST is level of institutional ownership defined as the 
number of shares owned by institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. Data 
on institutional ownership is from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. IIPCUM and 
YPSX proxy for transactions costs. Average market capitalization ACAP is defined as the average of daily 
market capitalization during the non-event 80-day period. 



Table 5 
The Effect of Dividend Yield on Excess Trading Volume Based on Institutional Deciles 

Variable Decile 1 Decile 2 Decile 3 Decile 4 Decile 5 

Intercept -0.1072 0.0770 -0.0718 0.8655 0.3091 
(-1.81)*** (0.44) (-0.31) (2.03)** (0.87) 

PMKT 0.0210 -0.0405 0.0309 -0.0234 -0.0092 
(0.66) (-1.02) (0.78) (-0.57) (-0.24) 

PsMB -0.0206 -0.1056 -0.0517 0.0042 -0.0145 
(-0.68) (-4.04)* (-1.89)*** (0.13) (-0.66) 

PHML 0.0136 0.0149 -0.0034 -0.0158 0.0048 
(0.62) (0.50) (-0.13) (-0.52) (0.25) 

TRISK 0.0050 -0.0396 -0.0178 -0.0332 -0.0420 
(0.38) (-3.26)* (-1.07) (-1.96)** (-3.47)* 

CUM -0.0328 0.4265 -1.4980 -0.0006 0.3292 
(-0.17) (1.05) (-2.32)** (0.00) (0.70) 

ACAP -0.0006 -0.0014 -0.0001 -0.0030 -0.0014 
(-0.88) (-2.64)* (-0.03) (-3.31)* (-2.12)** 

INS 0.5684 0.1904 -0.0006 -2.3495 -0.5412 
(1.85)*** (0.27) (0.00) (-2.16)** (-0.71) 

YIELD 22.2788 29.6244 52.1336 51.5707 21.1615 
(3.38)* (7.80)* (8.53)* (7.50)* (4.86)* 

Adj. R' 0.0110 0.0446 0.1015 0.0525 0.0277 

(To be continued) 
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Table 5 (continued) 
The Effect of Dividend Yield on Excess Trading Volume Based on Institutional Deciles 

Variable Decile 6 Decile 7 Decile 8 Decile 9 Decile 10 

Intercept 0.4041 0.7755 -0.5971 0.1260 0.0883 
(1.28) (1.91)*** (-1.05) (0.32) (0.40) 

PMKT 0.0373 -0.0524 -0.0389 0.0333 0.0017 
(1.47) (-1.79)*** (-1.12) (1.16) (0.04) 

PSMB -0.0085 -0.0511 -0.0046 -0.0253 0.0203 
(-0.50) (-2.37)** (-0.14) (-1.30) (1.06) 

PHML 0.0265 0.0355 0.0057 0.0079 0.0166 
(1.54) (1.96)** (0.22) (0.57) (0.57) 

TRISK -0.0018 -0.0109 -0.0275 -0.0532 -0.0197 
(-0.13) (-0.82) (-0.94) (-2.20)** (-1.07) 

I/P CUM 0.0682 0.1033 0.8855 2.1813 1.0262 
(0.44) (0.20) (1.14) (1.04) (1.38) 

ACAP -0.0005 -0.0006 -0.0011 -0.0016 -0.0010 
(-1.44) (-1.00) (-1.34) (-0.96) (-0.97) 

INS -0.9129 -1.3626 0.9984 -0.1097 -0.1161 
(-1.55) (-1.90)*** (1.04) (-0.20) (-0.48) 

YIELD 13.0672 24.7984 20.1165 6.3291 6.7693 
(4.19)* (4.15)* (5.32)* (1.54) (1.12) 

Adj. R' 0.0111 0.0409 0.0180 0.0098 0.0000 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day -45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. To 
control for systematic risk related to the Fama-French three factors, PMKT-, PSMB and PHML are estimated 
using the regression: /?„ -RFT = POI + PMKTMKT, -h PSMBISMB, + PHMUHML, + £•„, where RI, - RJJ is the return 
on stock I in excess of the risk-free rate of retimi ^?/in period f, MKT, is the risk premium (i.e., R^i - RFT) on 
a broad market portfolio of stocks in period T, SMB, is the return on a portfolio of small capitalization stocks 
minus the return on a portfolio of large capitalization stocks in period T, and HML, is the return on a 
portfoUo of high book to market stocks minus the return on a portfolio of low book to market stocks in 
period f. To remain in the sample in year T, a stock must have monthly returns for each of the 48 months 
preceding the beginning of year T. Total risk TRISK is defined as standard deviation of an individual stock's 
daily return scaled by the standard deviation of the CRSP value-weighted index daily return. YIELD is 
defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend stock price 
PCUM- PEX is the ex-dividend day closing price. INST is level of institutional ownership defined as the 
number of shares owned by institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. Data 
on institutional ownership is from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. HP CUM and 
^IPEX proxy for transactions costs. Average market capitalization ACAP is defined as the average of daily 
market capitalization during the non-event 80-day period. 
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" Model: EXVOLJ — OQ + CC\PMKTI + CCIPSMBI + OH,PNMU + OE^TRISKJ + CC^YPCUMI + OC^ACAPJ + UJINSTF + 
agYIELDi + M,. 

* represents significance level at better than 1%, ** represents significance level at better than 5% and 
*** represents significance level at better than 10%. 

The variance-covariance matrix is White's heteroscedasticity consistent. 
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Table 6 
Effect of Dividend Yield and Institutional Ownership on Excess Trading Volume Around Ex-

Dividend Days 

Variable Predicted Sign Estimate 

Intercept +/- 0.0625 
(1.56) 

PMKT - -0.0073 
(-0.65) 

PSUB - -0.0306 
(-3.70)* 

PHML - 0.0154 
(2.10)** 

TRISK - -0.0210 
(-4.15)* 

^IPCUM - 0.0354 
(0.30) 

ACAP - -0.0013 
(-5.28)* 

INST +/- -0.5637 
(-3.62)* 

INST^ +/- 0.7599 
(4.57)* 

YIELD + 18.4838 
(2.84)* 

YIELDxINST + 124.6886 
(4.06)* 

YIELDxINSt^ - -193.7132 
(-5.72)* 

Adj. R' 0.0394 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day -45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. To 
control for systematic risk related to the Fama-French three factors, PMKT-, PSMB and PHML are estimated 
using the regression: /?„ -Rft = fioi + PMKTIMKT, + PSMBISMB, + PHMUHML, + f,„ where /?;, - Rjt is the return 
on stock I in excess of the risk-free rate of return RF in period T, MKT, is the risk premium (i.e., - RJ,) on 
a broad market portfolio of stocks in period T, SMB, is the return on a portfolio of small capitalization stocks 
minus the return on a portfolio of large capitalization stocks in period T, and HML, is the return on a 
portfolio of high book to market stocks minus the return on a portfolio of low book to market stocks in 
period r. To remain in the sample in year f, a stock must have monthly returns for each of the 48 months 
preceding the beginning of year T. Total risk TRISK is defined as standard deviation of an individual stock's 
daily return scaled by the standard deviation of the CRSP value-weighted index daily return. YIELD is 
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defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend stock price 
PCVM- PEX is the ex-dividend day closing price. INST is level of institutional ownership defined as the 
number of shares owned by institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. Data 
on institutional ownership is from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. MP CUM and 
1/^Ex proxy for transactions costs. Average market capitalization ACAP is defined as the average of daily 
market capitalization during the non-event 80-day period. 

^ Model: EXVOLJ = + CCXPUKN + (X2PSMBI + CXSPHMU + CC^TRLSKI + CE^LLPCUMI + CC^CAP, + A-JINSTJ + 
asINSf^i + OgYIELDi + ayoYIELDixlNSTi + anYIELDtxINSf^i + Ui. 

* represents significance level at better than 1%. 

The variance-covariance matrix is White's heteroscedasticity consistent. 
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Table 7 
Excess Trading Volume Around Ex-Dividend Day During Different Tax Regimes 

Tax Regime Period Variable Obs. Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum 

TRA86 1989-1992 YIELD 

INST 

EXVOL 

10436 

10436 

10436 

0.0081 

0.4412 

0.1483 

0.0054 

0.1897 

0.9585 

0.0000 

0.0000 

-1.0000 

0.0390 

0.9300 

26.2949 

RRA93 1993-1996 YIELD 

INST 

EXVOL 

11618 

11618 

11618 

0.0067 

0.4670 

0.1205 

0.0047 

0.2055 

1.0149 

0.0000 

0.0000 

-1.0000 

0.0380 

0.9999 

41.8029 

TRA97 1997-1998 YIELD 

INST 

EXVOL 

7198 

7198 

7198 

0.0052 

0.4867 

0.0531 

0.0042 

0.2419 

0.7072 

0.0000 

0.0000 

-0.9916 

0.0386 

0.9999 

29.3321 

All 1989-1998 YIELD 

INST 

EXVOL 

29252 

29252 

29252 

0.0068 

0.4626 

0.1139 

0.0050 

0.2105 

0.9280 

0.0000 

0.0000 

-1.0000 

0.0390 

0.9999 

41.8029 

y.'(3) 67.1512 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day -45 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day -45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation. 
YIELD is defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend 
stock price PCVU- INST is level of institutional ownership defined as the number of shares owned by 
institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. Data on institutional ownership is 
from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. 

" 2^-statistics testing the equality of the value of EXVOL among the 3 tax regimes is computed as follows: 

/(3) = S EXVOL,-EXVOL 

S. 

where EXVOL, is the mean excess trading volume for tax regime t and EXVOL is the mean excess trading 

volume for the whole sample. 
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Table 8 
The Effect of Tax Regime Changes 

Panel A: TRA86 and RRA93 (1989 -1996) 
Variable Predicted Sign Estimate 

Intercept +/- 0.1556 

(2.96)* 

T93 +/- -0.0015 

(-0.06) 

^MKT - -0.0035 

(-0.24) 

fisMB - -0.0333 
(-3.31)* 

PHML - 0.0125 

(1.40) 

TRISK - -0.0297 

(-5.10)* 

yPcuM - 0.1582 

(1.15) 

ACAP - -0.0027 

(-4.98)* 

INST +/- -0.9964 

(-4.31)* 

INST^ +!- 1.3143 

(4.65)* 

YIELD + 4.3893 
(0.63) 

YIELDxT93 + 18.4668 
(2.09)** 

YIELDxINST + 182.3588 
(4.99)* 

YIELDxINSTxT93 +/- -36.7104 
(-0.84) 

YIELDxINST^ - -252.3961 
(-5.75)* 

YIELDxINSt^xT92 +/- 9.6277 
(0.19) 

Adj. R^ 0.0410 

(To be continued) 
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Table 8 (continued) 
The Effect of Tax Regime Changes 

Panel B; RRA93 and TRA97 (1993 • 1998) 
Variable Predicted Sign Estimate 

Intercept +/- -0.0228 

(-0.35) 

r97 +/- -0.0140 

(-0.54) 

PMKT - 0.0064 

(0.50) 

PsMB - -0.0128 
(-1.31) 

PHML - 0.0115 

(1.10) 

TRISK - -0.0207 

(-2.93)* 

yPcvM - 0.0326 

(0.16) 
ACAP - -0.0007 

(-2.85)* 

INST +/- -0.3177 

(-1.44) 

INSf^ +/- 0.5548 

(2.49)** 

YIELD + 35.9957 
(3.95)* 

YIELDxT97 + -8.1335 
(-0.53) 

YIELDxINST + 78.3140 
(1.84)*** 

YIELDxINSTxT97 +/- -9.7138 
(-0.16) 

YIELDxINST^ - -165.7532 
(-3.57)* 

YIELDxINS'f-xT91 +/- 28.0508 
(0.45) 

Adj. 0.0387 

Ex-dividend dates and volume data are obtained from CRSP. For each stock-ex-dividend-day specific 
observation, 91 days (from day ^5 to day 45) of daily trading volumes are extracted. The 11-day period 
from day -5 to day 5 is defined as the event period and the 80-day period from day —45 to day -6 and day 6 
to day 45 is defined as the non-event period. Average normal daily trading volume ANV for each stock is 
computed as the average of daily trading volume for the non-event 80-day period and normalized excess 
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volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation during the event period is EXVOL = EVIANV -
1, where EV is event period daily trading volume for each stock-ex-dividend-day specific observation. To 
control for systematic risk related to the Fama-French three factors, PMKT^ PSMB and PHML are estimated 
using the regression: -RFT = POI + PMKTMKT, + PSMBISMB, + PHMU^ML, + EU, where RU - RJJ is the return 
on stock I in excess of the risk-free rate of return R/in period L, MKT, is the risk premium (i.e., R^, - R/,) on 
a broad market portfolio of stocks in period T, SMB, is the return on a portfolio of small capitalization stocks 
minus the return on a portfolio of large capitalization stocks in period T, and HML, is the return on a 
portfolio of high book to market stocks minus the return on a portfolio of low book to market stocks in 
period ?. To remain in the sample in year T, a stock must have monthly returns for each of the 48 months 
preceding the beginning of year T. Total risk TRISK is defined as standard deviation of an individual stock's 
daily return scaled by the standard deviation of the CRSP value-weighted index daily return. YIELD is 
defined as the amount of dividends AMT paid on the ex-dividend day over the cum-dividend stock price 
PCUM- PEX is the ex-dividend day closing price. INST is level of institutional ownership defined as the 
number of shares owned by institutional investors deflated by the total number of shares outstanding. Data 
on institutional ownership is from SEC 13f filing obtained from Compact Disclosure SEC. HP CUM and 
HPEX proxy for transactions costs. Average market capitalization ACAP is defined as the average of daily 
market capitalization during the non-event 80-day period. 

To test the effect of tax regime change for the period 1989 - 1996, an indicator variable 793 that equals 1 if 
the stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation falls in the RRA93 regime and 0 otherwise. 793 is 
interacted with YIELD, YLELDXINST and YIELDXLNSF- to create YIELDXT93, YIELDXINSTXT93 and 
YIELDXINST^XT93. To test the effect of tax regime change for the period 1993-1998, an indicator variable 
797 is created that equals 1 if the stock-ex-dividend-day-specific observation falls in the TRA97 regime 
and 0 otherwise. 797 is interacted with YIELD, YLELDXINST and YLELDXINST^ to create YIELDXT91, 
YIELDXINSTXT97 and YIELDXINST^XT91. 

Model A; EXVOLi — ojo -t- CC\T93 + CIIPMRTI ^^PHMU CC^TRISK^ + CC^LLPCUMTcxjACAPj -i-
ASINSTI + OGLNSF-I + AWYIELDT + ANYIELDIXT93I + AUYIELDTXINSTI + AI^YIELDIXLNSTIXT93I + 
AUYIELDIXINSF^I + AISYIELDIXLNST^IXT93I + m,. 

'' Model B: EXVOLj = ckq + a\T91 + ajPuicn + OC^PSMBI + CC^PHMU + cc^TRISKi + (XfXIPCUMI + ctfACAPi + 
a^INSTi + OglNS'fi + a^YIELDi + anYIELDixT91 i + auYIELDiXlNSTi + anYIELDiXlNSTixT91 i + 
ai^YIELDiXlNSf^i + axiYIELDiXiNSf'ixT911 + m,. 

* represents significance level at better than 1%, ** represents significance level at better than 5% and *** 
represents significance level at better than 10%. 

^ The variance-covariance matrix is White's heteroscedasticity consistent. 
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